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A child may begin a journey of learning upon the arrival in the school and then the skills of reading, writing and speaking are meaningfully acquired. Speaking is one of the most effective means to communicate. In school, the speaking power of every child is developed and nurtured.

One way to improve the child’s speaking skill is by empowering the listening ability of the child. The child needs to listen very well to what the teacher is saying. This enables the child to listen to the right pronunciation, diction and phrasing of words. Learning the right expressions and ideas are learned first through listening. The skill of listening then contributes to the speaking capacity of an individual.

Setting a model is also an advantage to improve one’s speaking skill. Having a speaker model on actual speech or video can help a child to transform into a good speaker as well. Having watched famous and influential personalities speaking is truly motivating and worth imitating.

Using the art of questioning in the class makes the child a good speaker. The open-ended questions allow the child for self-expression. This pushes the child to be expressive in order to be productive. This also keeps the child in going further intellectually in dealing with more sensible topics and issues.

Watching television also adds to the improvement of the speaking skill of the children. The people who talk and perform on television influence how the child thinks and speaks. But the child should be cautious on what to consider or not.
Exposing the child to different kinds of people is also beneficial. Letting the child to talk freely to different kinds of people by means of conducting interviews would be worth-doing. The child may not only develop speaking skill but the skill to face others with confidence.

Having the child perform or speak before a crowd is one effective means to enhance the speaking ability. This will improve the child’s speaking prowess and will boost the child’s self-esteem at the same time.

Having a regular practice is one way to empower the child’s reading skill. Practice can make greatness and even quality and perfection. The regular speaking practice can make one grow and be more productive in the speaking endeavor.

The speaking skill is one macro skill that should be intensified in order to produce better and more articulate speakers.

A child’s speaking skill is improved through the ways that are suggested. These should be taken into consideration for the educational growth of every learner.
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